The Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) is the codification of the general and permanent rules and regulations (sometimes called administrative law) published in the Federal Register by the executive departments and agencies of the federal government of the United States. HeinOnline’s coverage of the CFR is comprehensive.

Title/Part/Section Quick Locator

Use this tool to quickly retrieve specific titles, parts, and sections from within the CFR. For example, search for Title 33, Part 160, Section 204 (33 CFR 160.204) from 2015 and click Find Section. Because the CFR is indexed to the title and part, but not the section level, this query will produce search results in the specified year, title, and part which contain the section number.

NOTE: After entering year, title, part, and section information, Federal Register rules in which the specified citation has been affected will appear in a red box.* Click any link to access the Federal Register page range in which the citation was affected.

*This tool is available for the Federal Register from 2015 to date.

CFR Citation Locator

This tool functions like the Title/Part/Section Quick Locator. Using the same example of Title 33, Part 160, Section 204 (33 CFR 160.204) from 2015, use the provided boxes to enter the information and click Find Citation. Because the CFR is indexed to the title and part, but not the section level, this query will produce search results in the specified year, title, and part which contain the section number. Both tools will produce the same result, which will feature the CFR year, title and part information and the section will be highlighted in yellow. Federal Register issues which affect the citation will also be available from search results.

CFR Sections Affected Locator

The CFR Sections Affected Locator will retrieve Federal Register rules which have affected the CFR title and part selected.* Select the title from the drop-down menu and enter a part number, and then click Get CFR Sections Affected.

*This tool is available for the Federal Register from 2015 to date.
Browsing

Browse the Code of Federal Regulations by Years, Titles, or Bindings. The year option will list the CFR content by edition; the title option by number and name of each title, and the bindings option will list the content based on information contained in each individual volume of the CFR and will match the bindings of the bound volumes as they are printed by the GPO.

The Browse section also contains Indexes and Finding Aids, List of Sections Affected, and Compilations of Sections Affected.

Searching

The search bar at the top of the collection homepage will search across the full text and metadata of all material in the CFR database and can be used to perform topical searches. For example, enter “certain dangerous cargo” AND “ammonium nitrate” and click the magnifying glass icon.

Use the Advanced Search link, located beneath the search bar, to perform a more specific search using specialized fields tailored to the content of the CFR database. For example, look for a specific part number and section title. Use the date range to search for material occurring only within a specified period of time.

NOTE: The CFR is indexed to the part level, but not down to the section level. To search for a specific section, enter the section number using the text search field.

Search results can be sorted by relevance or date. Narrow results to a specific year range using the facets on the left side of the page. Text matching search terms are highlighted in yellow. Use the administrative tools on the right side of each search result to print, download, email, or save search results to a MyHein personal research account.

For help navigating and searching in HeinOnline, contact our support team via email at holsupport@wshein.com, through Live Chat, or by phone at (800) 277-6995.